Fascicle specific targeting for selective peripheral nerve stimulation.
Electrical stimulation is a blunt tool for evoking neural activity. Neurons are naturally activated asynchronously and non-uniformly, whereas stimulation drives simultaneous activity within a population of cells. These differences in activation pattern can result in unintended side effects, including muddled sensory percepts and undesirable muscle contractions. These effects can be mitigated by the placement of electrodes in close approximation to nerve fibers and careful selection of the neural interface's location. This work describes the benefits of placing electrodes within specific fascicles of peripheral nerve to form selective neural interfaces for bidirectional neuroprosthetic devices. Chronic electrodes were targeted to individual fascicles of the ulnar and median nerves in the forearm of four human subjects. During the surgical implant procedure, fascicles were dissected from each nerve, and functional testing was used to identify the relative composition of sensory and motor fibers within each. FAST-LIFE arrays, composed of longitudinal intrafascicular arrays and fascicular cuff electrodes, were implanted in each fascicle. The location, quality, and stimulation parameters associated with sensations evoked by electrical stimulation on these electrodes were characterized throughout the 90-180 d implant period. FAST-LIFE arrays enable selective and chronic electrical stimulation of individual peripheral nerve fascicles. The quality of sensations evoked by stimulation in each fascicle is predictable and distinct; subjects reported tactile and cutaneous sensations during stimulation of sensory fascicles and deeper proprioceptive sensations during stimulation of motor fascicles. Stimulation thresholds and strength-duration time constants were typically higher within sensory fascicles. Highly selective, stable neural interfaces can be created by placing electrodes within and around single fascicles of peripheral nerves. This method enables targeting electrodes to nerve fibers that innervate a specific body region or have specific functions. Fascicle-specific interfacing techniques have broad potential to maximize the therapeutic effects of electrical stimulation in many neuromodulation applications. (Clinical Trial ID NCT02994160.).